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Abstract. Current supply chain structures in the spare parts logistics are changing 

profoundly due to the influence of digitalization and additive manufacturing (AM). 

In particular the Logistics Service Provider (LSP) is influenced by the change, as the 

physical transport of goods could become redundant due to the digital transmission 

of production data. This leads to a reduction of the LSP’s share in the value chain. 

Conceptualizing a new role for the LSP for additively manufactured spare parts is 

necessary. Therefore, five different scenarios are identified in which the LSP serves 

as a transport carrier, digital distributor, an AM decision maker, a selector of the man-

ufacturer and as an AM service provider. 
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1 Introduction 

The common value structures in logistics and supply chain management are about to 

undergo a profound change, mainly driven by technology. 95 percent of all logistics com-

panies surveyed are convinced that digitization will trigger a profound change in logistics 

processes [1, 2]. In particular booking platforms, will gain in importance and take on a new 

mediating position between the client and the Logistics Service Provider (LSP) [3, 4]. In 

the long term, however, Additive Manufacturing (AM) may have an even greater influence 

on the reorganization of existing logistics structures. Significant advantages of AM, such 

as on-demand production of small lot sizes, drive the implementation of the described fu-

ture scenario [5].  

German industry sees high potential for AM in the spare parts industry as an example of 

Rapid Manufacturing, which has been the result of a study concerning the future of spare 

parts. The study states that in the next five years, more than 85 percent of spare parts sup-

pliers will apply Rapid Manufacturing to their business and companies which incorporate 

printing spare parts today will gain a sustainable competitive advantage in the future. [6] 

The high potential in the field of Rapid Manufacturing is illustrated by the recently high 

and dynamic research and development activities which leads to a maturing of the proce-

dure and applications. Regarding publications and patent registrations, Rapid Manufactur-

ing has already gained more importance than Rapid Prototyping [7]. There are several ex-

amples of the increasing importance of Additive Manufacturing of spare parts in the indus-

try: General Electric Aviation is printing fuel nozzles for its aircraft engines [8]. Daimler 

manufactures additively spare parts for trucks and has already over 30 digital models in a 

“virtual” warehouse. AM is furthermore applied by Siemens in the field of train manufac-

turing [9]. Siemens stores more than 450 digital models in a “virtual” warehouse, which 

can be printed on demand [10]. 

2 Motivation 

Following the influence of digitization and the resulting possibility to digitally transmit 

the production data, the physical transport of goods between manufacturer and customer 
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could become redundant. The CAD1 file of a spare part would be sent digitally to the place 

of use and manufactured locally [11]. The reduction or abolition of delivery routes could 

reduce the LSP’s share in the value chain. Consequently the arising question is what the 

LSP’s future market position will look like. For this reason it is necessary to design a new 

role concept for the LSP in the value chain for additively manufactured spare parts.  

From the LSP’s viewpoint additional services in the field of after-sales or spare-parts 

logistics seem especially attractive, as the margin is much higher than in the traditional 

transport business. After-sales-offers contain value-added-services so that the LSP takes 

over additional value adding tasks such as stock and demand planning. [12] 

As the number of manufacturing service providers increases, the demand for players 

who can act as intermediaries between end customers and manufacturing service providers 

increases. Such players can also be described as intermediaries. Spare parts customers ben-

efit from intermediaries who offer a complete supply chain solution with capacity, transport 

and technology planning. In this context spare parts customers can continue to concentrate 

on their individual core competencies. [12] 

Especially in the context of spare parts, the central challenge is the fast delivery of 

needed spare parts. Oftentimes, specialized spare parts are not available constantly and an 

expensive loss of production can be the result. AM can increase the service efficiency and 

have a positive impact on the logistics costs due to the optimization of spare parts availa-

bility.  

The morphological box shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the field of observation of the re-

search. The target group encompasses suppliers, Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), 

the LSP and the customers and is referring to capital goods. Part of the logistics field are 

the intralogistics as well as the logistics across companies. Furthermore, the subsystems 

storage, warehousing and transport are taken into account. Spare parts are the field of ob-

servation and in particular single-items which are critical to the function.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Field of observation based on a morphological box 

                                                           
1 CAD: computer-aided design 
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3 State of the Art 

The impact of additive spare parts manufacturing in the service portfolio of LSPs has 

been reviewed in several public articles, which claim its future importance [13, 14]. There 

are several pilot projects of international logistics service companies, such as UPS offering 

AM services in 29 US states [14]. However, all AM approaches so far resemble a trial and 

error procedure and do not follow a scientific approach. Therefore an investigation of the 

importance of the scientific relevance and state of research of the LSP’s role in AM is 

essential. 

Huth and Goele [15] investigate the potential of spare parts logistics in the region of 

Berlin in Germany. Based on an empirical research the importance of spare parts logistics 

for manufacturing companies is identified. The role of spare parts logistics for the corporate 

success, the outsourcing potential, the current application as well as challenges in the ap-

plication are measured.  

Barkawi et al. [12] investigate potentials of after-sales-businesses for different sectors. 

The authors focus on the collaboration of different supply chain actors to achieve an in-

crease of value. There is no application of a typology or empirical research.  

Geiger [16] investigates the spare parts industry as a future market for LSP and the cur-

rent and future role that a LSP can take. Systematic fields of application of LSPs, customer 

requirements as well as prerequisites for entering new businesses are identified. Therefore 

an empirical study as well as a typology are applied.  

The illustrated research studies analyze the LSP’s possible role and market position in 

the future. However, all the research studies do not consider the impact of AM technologies 

on the LSP’s service portfolio, which will be addressed in this work. 

4 Supply Chain Scenarios for LSPs in the context of Additive 

Spare Parts Manufacturing 

The equivalent term of the supply chain is often used for the term logistics network [17]. 

The core task in Supply Chain Management is the economic and demand-oriented connec-

tion of sources and sinks, or production sites and customers, through the exchange of ma-

terial, information and financial flows [18]. Schuh et al. [17] are dividing a supply chain 

network vertically into four levels: network, company, function and resources. In this study 

the network level is considered. 

In particular, spare parts logistics will be projected to this level, which represents a sub-

area of supply chain management [15]. According to Huth & Goele [15] spare parts logis-

tics ensures that the spare parts required for the maintenance and/or repair of plants, equip-

ment and end products are made available to the appropriate consumer in the required quan-

tity, type and quality at the right time and as cost-effectively as possible. Since the influence 

of AM on spare parts logistics has not yet been sufficiently investigated, possible scenarios 

in which the logistics service provider shows an involvement in the spare parts service 

process are presented below. Apart from the basic scenario which characterizes the LSP as 

a carrier of spare parts there are four other scenarios. The LSP changes its roles in each of 

the following scenarios. (see Fig. 2) 
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Fig. 2. Scenarios for the LSP in the additive spare parts supply chain 

The spare parts supply chain consists of different functional roles, which are necessary 

to fulfil the additive spare parts service and which the logistics service provider could po-

tentially play. The functional roles comprise the digital distributor (Distribution of digital 

file), the AM decision maker (Decision about AM construction), the selector of manufac-

turer (Selection of manufacturer), the manufacturer of additive spare parts (Production of 

spare parts), and the carrier of spare parts (Transport of spare parts). The spare parts cus-

tomer (Customer) triggers the process with a spare parts order and then receives the finished 

spare part. The spare parts customer determines the demand of spare parts and what is re-

quired from the suppliers in the sense of delivery time, flexibility and availability. The 

customer can be a private person or a company. The fast delivery of spare parts can be 

economically essential for the customer. 

In Scenario 0, the LSP functions as a carrier and is responsible for the planning as well 

as the execution of the transport and delivery orders. The other tasks are performed by other 

actors. For this purpose, there are various variants: for example the customer could decide 

for himself whether the part can be produced additively, or the task could be a service of-

fered by the producer. There are also various possibilities in the selection of the additive 

manufacturer. This could happen individually by the customer but could also be a service 

provided by a third party. For example, express shipping or emergency logistics are already 

offered by the LSP. This could also be used in the context of additive spare parts logistics, 

for example via night express, same day transport, direct travel, direct flight or taxi. 

Scenario 1 characterizes the LSP as a digital distributor. The digital distributor is re-

sponsible for the safe delivery of construction data, such as CAD data, from the spare parts 

customer to the AM service provider [19]. If the spare parts customer is not in possession 

of the construction data he might get in contact with the OEM to get the necessary data. 

Otherwise the OEM can also represent the spare parts customer in the spare parts supply 

chain presented above. In order to fulfill the role of digital distributor, extensive know-how 

in the field of data management and data distribution is necessary in order to ensure a safe, 

fast and reliable transfer of the CAD data. Moreover, it is required that IP rights are being 

maintained through new technologies, crypto procedures, privacy management, etc. The 
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LSP serves as the first contact person for the AM service provider and the customer. There-

fore, it needs to be considered that the LSP ensures the limited availability of the recipient. 

Whether and to what extent the LSP performs further tasks in this scenario must be decided 

individually by the LSP. It would be imaginable that the LSP takes over the role as a spare 

parts carrier. 

In Scenario 2 the LSP serves as an AM decision maker and holds knowledge of devel-

opment and construction of spare parts. The LSP consults the customer regarding potentials 

of AM related to the development, production and delivery of spare parts and decides if to 

apply additive or conventional manufacturing to the object of interest. To provide a well-

founded information and decision basis various aspects have to be taken into account. For 

example, the shape and size of the object are important factors. In addition the economic 

efficiency and possible potentials that could result from topology and shape optimization 

must also be taken into account. Beyond that it might be useful to combine this scenario 

with the previous one. It would also be necessary to decide which actor would carry out the 

other tasks. 

In Scenario 3 the LSP functions as a selector of manufacturer. After the AM data has 

been developed, the LSP chooses an AM service provider that fits the order. To do this, the 

LSP must first define the information requirements of the customer and the producer. The 

LSP takes up the customer's requirements in a systematic approach and compares them 

with the characteristics of the producers. To do this, the LSP uses a matching algorithm and 

a defined valuation model. The result is a list with possible producers, which is presented 

to the customer. Based on this list the customer could choose the producer. The other tasks 

in the scenario can be performed by different actors. This decision must be made individu-

ally based on a business case consideration.  

Scenario 4 characterizes the LSP as an AM service provider. The LSP has its own pro-

duction capacity as well as production and construction skills, which is why in Scenario 4 

the initial investment costs are comparatively high. AM is a technology that can theoreti-

cally be used anywhere in the world and thus enables customer-oriented production. A LSP, 

which has several distribution and warehouse locations nationally and globally, has optimal 

prerequisites for the implementation of 3D printers at their locations. A distinction can be 

made between a central and a decentral production. In both situations there are specific 

advantages and disadvantages which should be weighed up individually. The LSP competes 

with other AM service providers and can be requested directly by the customer or in coop-

eration with a digital distributor. This is a contract manufacturing of the spare part where 

the data is delivered by the digital distributor. After the spare part has been manufactured, 

it is delivered directly from the LSP to the customer. However, the delivery can also be 

carried out by another logistics service provider. Furthermore, the production of the spare 

part can be subcontracted or the core aspects, such as redesign, 3D printing, post-processing 

or quality assurance can be outsourced by the LSP.  

The scenarios described above are summarized in the following figure (see Fig. 3). For 

a structured summary, a morphological box with three characteristics and associated char-

acteristics is used, which summarizes the necessary competencies of the logistics service 

provider for the respective scenarios. The first descriptive characteristic is the function of 

the logistics service provider. The logistics service provider can be a service provider (per-

former), consultant or intermediary. In addition, the necessary professional competence is 

presented. A distinction is made between competence in handling information transfer, pro-

duction, design and logistics. In addition, the existence of production capacities is defined. 

These can belong directly to the logistics service provider itself or the use of outside capac-

ities can be taken up. 
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Fig. 3. Overview of the function, competencies and production capacities of logistics 

service providers per supply chain scenario 

5 Conclusion and further research 

Based on the changing role of the LSP due to the digitalization, five scenarios describing 

the role of LSP have been developed to identify the LSP’s future market position. For 

each role, different requirements are needed and a different base of knowledge is neces-

sary. Thus, the identification of the optimal role of a LSP depends on his individual char-

acteristics. Further research is furthermore needed in the areas of technology, property 

rights and business models. Concerning the technology, it is essential to decrease the pro-

cess times of AM so that on-demand manufacturing can be realized. In terms of property 

rights, the ownership rights of the CAD files are yet to be determined. The digital inter-

faces between OEM, digital distributor and AM service provider need to be determined 

exactly. In addition business models have to be identified in order to quantify the value 

created for the LSP and enable a well-founded decision to be made.  
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